Leading Together:
A Convening of Family-Led and
Family-Supporting Organizations

Cultural Diversity Workgroup
July 6, 2015
10:00a.m - 1:30 p.m.
Aurora Medical Center
36500 Aurora Drive
Summit, WI 53066
Aurora Medical Center phone number: 262-434-1000

Meeting Call-in Number

877-820-7831, 544610#
Agenda
10:00-10:10

1. Welcome and Introductions (Darryl)
 Introduction
 What do we mean by diversity?

10:10-10:15

2. Review Leading Together Purpose (Susan)
 April 29th meeting highlights and priorities
 Outcome: Prioritize content for three Leading
Together meetings over three years
 Background the Resource Mapping Group –
intersecting with this group’s work
 Defining family leadership and engagement/
progression of leadership model
Opportunity for discussion and clarification

10:15-10:25

3. Propose and discuss this goal for the Workgroup
(Susan)
“To prioritize and then structure our collective learning
opportunities - In order to strengthen our capacity and skills
to both outreach, partner and support family engagement
and leadership among diverse cultures in Wisconsin.”
 Acknowledge there may be different approaches
and understanding of family engagement and
leadership
Opportunity for discussion and clarification

10:25-10:40

4. Do we have the right people around the table to
tackle this issue well? (Rachel)
 If not, who, how, when.

10:40-11:10

5. What experience and resources does the collective
group bring to this issue - the experience of learning
about or teaching others about culture and race in
Wisconsin? (Rachel)
 Discovering resources, expertise and best
practices
 Discovering models of outreach/relationship
building in communities that need to be
“Welcomed, Honored and Connected”
(borrowing a framework from DPI)

11:10-11:55

6. What needs does the group identify for themselves as
individuals, professionals or the needs of our
organization or organizations and agencies we
partner with in the area of learning and adopting best
practice around diversity, race and culture? (sharing
experiences and story-telling is welcome) (Darryl)
 In each of these categories, what do you need to
be more effective in reaching out to diverse
communities?
 Discovering how to have conversations that are
brave and challenging and learning that is
impactful.

11:55-12:30

LUNCH

12:30-1:15

7. Review resources/strategies again – internal and
external to Wisconsin (Susan)
 Are there resources/strategies mentioned today
that we want to learn more about?
 Are there resources that were mentioned that
need research or follow-up contact?
 Are there shared opportunities coming up in
2015/16?
 Can we identify priorities in strategies, content
area or cultural focus areas
 If we think about meetings, what would that look
like
 Is there anything we are missing?

1:15-1:30

8. Summarize Action Steps and Next Meeting (Susan)

